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PRESS RELEASE 

GTPL Offers Subscribers Access to Secure Linear Television Content via 
Samsung Connected TVs With the Industry first Launch of TVKey Cloud in 

India 

GTPL offers Digital Cable TV services through Samsung Connected TVs using TVKey Cloud which 
enables branded experience without the need for a Set-Top Box.  

Ahmedabad, India–08 May, 2024 – GTPL Hathway Limited, India’s largest MSO today announced 
launch of Linear Television content on Connected TVs through TVKey Cloud, a joint solution 
developed by NAGRA and Samsung. This is a significant milestone for GTPL as it opens up new 
possibilities for viewers to access linear content. Compatibility with a range of Samsung Connected 
TVs (2023-year models and soon to be launched 2024 year models) including Ultra HD, OLED, QLED 
& NeoQLED, ensures a wide range of potential users that can benefit from this service. 

The benefits of secure access to linear content without a separate set-top box are substantial. 
Simplifying the viewing experience and reducing clutter aligns with the modern viewer's 
preferences for streamlined and efficient entertainment setups. Access to such a convenient and 
streamlined viewing experience will be a big advantage for GTPL subscribers. The ability to access 
content securely without the need for extra hardware (savings of up to INR 2,000 for the 
consumer) is a compelling proposition that can enhance user satisfaction and drive further growth 
for GTPL. 

The integration of TVKey into GTPL's offerings provides a new channel to market, accessed via the 
consumer's TV remote control. This integration allows GTPL subscribers to access secure premium 
content using TVKey's unique on-chip security, ensuring a high level of content protection. Offered 
via an immersive and engaging user interface, the solution ensures that GTPL is the default live TV 
source application. 

Mr. Anirudhsinh Jadeja, Managing Director at GTPL, highlighted the alignment of their latest 
proposition with consumers' evolving viewing habits. Commenting on the launch Mr. Jadeja said, 
“With more consumers choosing to watch content through their connected TVs, GTPL's addition of 
TVKey to deliver linear TV content offers consumers the convenience of complimenting linear TV 
services along with streaming services thus ensuring that maximum value is delivered to 
subscribers.” 

“Our long-standing relationship with NAGRA has made this innovation possible and is central to 
our strategy of reaching subscribers in new ways with a consistent user experience across all 
devices. We look forward to working with Samsung on more collaborations which can add value to 
our consumers.” he added. 

Jointly defined by NAGRA and Samsung, TVkey Cloud delivers an intuitive user experience with 
security built into the connected TV chipset to protect long-term content investments.  



“We are looking forward to support GTPL with this latest addition to their service and together 
introduce TVkey to the Indian market,” said Nancy Goldberg, Executive Vice President and CMO at 
NAGRA. “As GTPL continues to evolve its business to match changing consumer behaviors, TVkey 
Cloud is a proven solution to secure content and enable a sophisticated viewing.” 

About GTPL Hathway 
GTPL Hathway Limited is India’s largest MSO providing Digital Cable TV services and are also one 
of the leading Private Wireline Broadband service provider in India. We are the largest Digital 
Cable TV and Wireline Broadband Service Provider in Gujarat & a leading Digital Cable TV Service 
provider in West Bengal. Our Digital Cable TV services reach 1,500 plus towns across 23 states In 
India. We collaborate with 42,000+ Business partners and 200+ broadcasters to serve the needs of 
our 12 Million+ customers. We provide efficient services to 1,750+ enterprise clientele and have 
actively participated in 30+ Government projects. We offer an enviable catalogue of 940+ Total TV 
Channels of which more than 50 channels are GTPL Owned & Operated Platform Services. As on 
March 31, 2024, we have approximately 9.5 Mn Active Digital Cable TV Subscribers and 1.0 Mn 
Broadband Subscribers with a Broadband Homepass of about 5.80 Mn. 
 
 
About NAGRA 
NAGRA, the media and entertainment technology division of the Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S), 
provides security and innovation solutions for a hyper-connected world. NAGRA enables content 
creators, providers, and operators worldwide to launch, monetize, and scale services at speed, 
offering their subscribers compelling, personalized user experiences. Its portfolio of award-
winning products and services spans traditional video security, cybersecurity, cloud-based video 
and streaming solutions, turn-key D2C solutions for the sports industry, and rich personalization 
services that drive subscriber loyalty. For more information visit https://dtv.nagra.com   
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